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Let S be the class of band-limited functions f(f) of bandwidth 7~ 
such that J?oof2(t) dt < CQ and f(n) = 0 for sz = 1, 2, 3,. . . . A study 
is made of the proportion of energy which such a function may have 
to the right of some given pomt N. Let 
It 1s shown, among other results, that 4(N) = & rf N > $, that 
4(N) > 3 if N < $, and that #(N) < 1 for all real N. The first result 
has the rather surprising consequence that 4(N) does not tend to 0 
as N+ 00. It is shown that this conclusion 1s still valid if we restrict 
ourselves to finite sampling series; other restrictions on S which 
do succeed m forcing 4(N) to 0 for large A’ are ako discussed. 
I. INTK~DUCTION r\ND SUMMARY 
It is a well-known fact that if f(t) is a band-limited signal which is 
reasonably well behaved for all time, then f(t) is completely determined 
by its sample values. Thus, if 
f2 . 
f(t) = 
J 
F(x) efxt dx, 
- n 
(l-1) 
299 
you can usually expect the relation 
(1.2) 
to hold. Now the exact conditions under which (t.2) 1s t-ahd can bc 
somewhat tricky; m our present study, howe\‘er, we are interested onI4 
in the case in which f(t) has finite energy, so that 
. 
I f2(t) dt < CG 
En this case, (1.2) is always valid in the mean, and uniformly on 
compact sets. 
Our problem concerns the special subclass of band-limited signals f(t) 
for which the sample values /(tin/Q) all vanish for positive YI. The ques- 
tion we wish to examine is how the energy of such a signal can be 
distributed. Since all the nonzero samples are to the left of 0, you would 
also expect much of the energy to be to the left of 0. In what sense is 
this actually true ? 
Well, there are two elementary observations we can make. 
1. Since band-limited functions are necessarily analytic functions of 
the complex variable t, they cannot vanish in an inter\Tal. Consequently 
it is not possible for all the energy to be to the right of 0, or of any other 
point. 
2. It is clear that half the energy, at any rate, can be to the right 
of 0. The function (sin nl)jt has samples which vanish at the positive 
sample points, and since it is an even function, it has half its energy to 
the right of the origin. Are there functions of the required kind with 
more than half their energy to the right of 0 ? Even this is pretty obvious, 
for consider 
sin+ t I) 
f(i) = a, y + n, --~-- . 
The functions (sin ?ti)/t and [sin n(t + l)J/(t + 1) are orthogonal over 
the whole real line (- 00, CQ) so that the total energy of f(t) is just 
-z2(ao2 + a12). They are not orthogonal, however, over just half the real 
line, (0. OQ), so that sr f2(1) dt involves all three possible terms, and 
is of the form 
% cc 
’ 72 
no2 yIj- - $a, a1 
J 
sin” nt 
~ 
s 
sin” 7cGt dt. 
0 
t (t + 1) dt + alzO (t + 1)s 
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Since the middle term does not vanish, it is possible, by proper choice 
of a0 and n,, to get more than half (by this technique, in fact 549;) of 
energy to the right of the origin. 
This much we can say without doing any work. But now, three 
questions naturally present themselves : 
-4. Is there some point N, necessarily to the right of 0, so that we can 
be sure that less than half the energ mtist lie beyond N? 
B. If N becomes larger and larger, does the proportion of energy 
which can be to the right of N become smaller and smaller? 
C. Can we be sure that the proportion of energy to the right of the 
origin, or, for that matter, of any point P, even negative, is bounded away 
from one, or is it possible to find a sequence of functions which come 
closer and closer to having aEZ their energy to the right of P? 
In answering these questions, it is convenient to scale the problem 
so that Q = n, i.e., so that the sample points are at the integers. It is 
also convenient to have a name for the class of functions under considera- 
tion: the set of square-integrable band-limited functions f(t) such that 
f(n) = 0 for 12 = 1, 2, 3,. . . will be called S. We can now say the 
following : 
A. The energy to the right of 6 must always be less than half the 
total energy. 
B. No matter how large N is, it is possible to find a band-limited 
function in S whose energy to the right of N is arbitrarily close to half 
the total energy. If we use precise mathematical notation, we mean the 
following: given any N > 0, no matter how large, and any E > 0, no 
matter how small, there is a function f(t) in S such that 
C. The proportion of energy to the right of any given point P, even 
negative, is always bounded away from 1; it is not possible to find a 
sequence of functions in S whose proportion of energy to the right of P 
comes arbitrarily close to 1. 
Let us discuss these results for a moment. Taken together, (1) and (2) 
say that, for any N > Q, the supremum of the proportion of energy to 
the right of N, when the supremum is taken over all functions in S, is 
precisely 3 There is, in fact, no function that attains #, but you can 
come arbitrarily close. On the other hand, we have seen that you can 
get more than half the energy to the right of 0. Where is the break - 
that is, what is the largest N for which it is possible to have as much ai 
half the energy to the right of X 3 This is still an unsolved problem, 
it is, however, possible to show that this largest N must be between 
$ and 2. In other words, if 1V < 4, there exist functions in S which have 
more than half their energy to the right of N. 
These results, as results often do, raise several further questions. 
One is, just what can you say precisely about the energy to the right of 0 ? 
In this line, we can only show that the supremum of the possible energies 
to the right of 0 lies between 0.62 and 0.9 of the total energy. A more 
interesting question is raised by B. W:ithin the class S, as we have seen, 
the energy to the right of any point N, no matter how large, does not 
go to zero, but can stay arbitrarily close to one-half the total energy. 
This is a surprising result at first sight, and it is natural to ask what 
more you ha\-e to do to snake the energy to the right of N go to zero as AT 
becomes large. Now the counterexamples which we use to prove B use 
an infinity of nonzero samples to the left of the origin, and so we wonder 
what happens if we use only M nonzero samples, at 0, - 1, - 2,. _ . , 
- (M - I), and require f( ~ M), f( - M - l), . . . , to vanish along 
with f(l), f(2),. . . . We can now think, for example, of letting M or N 
or both become large. \Yhat can we Say of the energy distribution 
now ? 
It turns out that if M and N vary in such a way that the number 
of samples becomes drastically smaller than the gap - i.e., if M/N - 0 - 
then the proportion of energy to the right of N does indeed go to zero. 
But if M/N remains bounded from 0, then the proportion of energy to 
the right of N need gtot go to zero, and, worst of all, if M/N - OCI, so 
that you have essentially wzow samples than guard space, then the propor- 
tion of energy which it is possible to ha\Te to the right of N once again 
becomes arbitrarily close to 4. 
Let us now summarize these results in compact mathematical form. 
1Ye define f(t) to be in S if 
(4 
04 
f(t) = 1 F(x) Pfdx. 
. 
- .x 
% 
, 
I 
p(t) 02 < 00. 
- 32 
(4 f(n) = 0, n= 1,2,3 )... . 
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Let * 
I f”(t) d  
Then, 
4(N) = ;Ll: $-- 
s f*(t) dt 
-cc 
THEOREM 1: 
THEOREM :!: 
THEOREM 3: 
4(N) = 6 if N> g. 
#w -=c 1 for all N. 
4(N)>+ if N<g. 
THEOREM 4: 
0.62 < +(O) < 0.0. 
If, in addition to the requirements (a), (b), and (c) for membership 
in S, we demand 
(4 f(4 = 0, 12=-M, -M-l, . . . . 
then f(t) will be said to be in Snr. Let 
Then, 
THEOREM 5: 
304 POLLAK 
which is a good estimate if M/N is small. It follows in particular that 
+JN) --+ 0 as hf/N -+ 0, but does not necessarily + 0 if hf/N is bounded 
/rom 0. 
THEOREM 6: There exists a constattt I$ such that 
which is a good estimate if M/N is large. It follows in particular that 
$nf(N) -+ &t as M/N - 00. 
A further word of discussion is still warranted. It is an intuitive 
feeling, Theorems 1 and 6 to the contrary notwithstanding, that if you 
have a semi-infinite block of zero samples, there should not be much 
energy far into that block. One way of squirming out of the result of 
Theorem 1 is squelched by Theorem 6 - keeping the number of nonzero 
samples finite will not kill the phenomenon if the guard band is to remain 
bounded. Another possible way of escaping might be to sample a little 
more frequently than the Nyquist rate - if f(t) has bandwidth 52, use 
f(nn/!S’), l-2’ > i-2. If now the samples at the positive sample points 
vanish, can we conclude there is little energy to the right of zero? Yes 
we can; but unfortunately we have now thrown away too much. There 
are no fti&ions f(t) of bandwidth 9 for which f(nn/D’), 0’ > Q, 
n = 1, 2, 3,. . . all vanish, except f(t) identically 0. This is basically 
Carlson’s theorem. It has, in fact, been proved by A. Beurling that the 
f(nn/!S’) cannot be, in a well-defined sense, too small, even if nonzero. 
Yet another attempt at escaping from Theorem 1 can be made by 
making somewhat more stringent requirements on the integrability of f 
than just that f be square integrable. Here we have been more successful, 
and we have a number of results. By no means the sharpest, but perhaps 
the easiest to interpret is the following: 
THEOREM 8: If f(t) E S, and if in additiolz the spectrztm F(x) of f(t) is 
of bounded variation, so that s”-x IdF(x) ( < V, then for N 3 2, 
cc 
I 
‘f2(t) dt < y 
,c- v 
where C depends o&y on V and the total energy. 
This bound, it appears, does go to zero as N becomes large. This 
and other theorems with different restrictions on f may be found in the 
main text. 
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The author wishes to acknowledge many helpful discussions with 
his patient colleagues. In particular, the idea for the lower bound of 
Theorem 4, and for the proof of Theorem 3, was suggested by B. F. Logan: 
building on Theorem 1, H. J. Landau devised the elegant proof of 
Theorem 2. 
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
A function f(t) belongs to the class S if 
Jr 
(4 f(t) = 1 F(x) eid dx. 
04 f(t) 2: (- -J, 4 
Cc) f(4 = 0, %=1,2,3 ,..*. 
Some elementary facts about such functions which we shall need are 
the following: 
(d) f(l) may be written in the form 
n=O 
This is just the sampling theorem with na, = (- 1)” f (- rz). 
(e) The total energy in f(t) is z2 Zz= O IE,~. For 
m 
5 
f2(t) 
--co 
at = 
co 
c n=O 
co 
by the orthogonality of the (sin nt)/(t + s), and the latter integral is 
independent of n and equals 7~~. 
(f) The energy in f(t) to the right of N may be written as 
by Fubini’s theorem, since the series is absolutely convergent. It is 
clear from this that if N >+ 0, the energy to the right of N is maximized 
if all the u, are nonnegative; for if II,, < 0, then replacing IE,, bv - [I,, 
” would increase SAT fg(t) & without changing JZ 3^ f”(t) dt. 
Our problem, then, is to maximize (?.I) under the condition that 
x*Z~~*, the total energ!- in j(t), be fixed. The mathematical nature of 
the problem is that of finding or estimating the largest eigenvalue of an 
infinite matrix (y,,,) where 
the 
. 
J sin” nt Y mn = .~ (i +m)(tq dt. 
As motivation for the treatment to come, let us note the following: 
expression (2.2) is almost equal 
(2.2) 
to 
.T . 
I 
dt 
Iztrn3 4 = t; (f + m) (t + 12) ’ 
since, on the average, sin’ xt = &. If, now, N were equal to 0, then 
k(x, y) = 4s: dt/((t + ~)(t + ~1)) would satisfy the following conditions: 
0, Y) = h(Y, 4 
Ik(x, 1) 
I’ 
monotone and integrable (0, CQ) 
x 
ah(ax, cry) = h(x, y). 
These are precisely the conditions under which the Hilbert Double Series 
Theorem (see Hardy, Littlewood, and Pblya, ref. [l], Chapter 9) 
gives the supremum of the eigenvalues of the (h,,J matrix, m, n > 1. 
Now of course sin*;zt is ~zot $, and N is tlot 0, and ?B and yt run from 0, 
not 1, but various forms and proofs of the Hilbert Double Series Theorem 
have motivated much of our work. In particular, in connection with 
proving Theorem 6, we shall gi\-e a new and sharper form of the Hilbert 
Double Series Theorem under the stronger assumption that vTh(~, 1) 
is also monotone. 
III. PROOFS OF THEOREMS L-4 
THEOREM 1: (a) If f(t) E S, therl 
f2(t) dt. ---Jo 
Conseqwently, the same holds, a fortiori, for N > 2. 
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(b) Gizlen any N > 0, no matter how large, and any S > 0, no matter 
how small, there exists an f(t) E S such that 
m z 
1 
f”(t) dt > ($ - 6) 
i 
fyt) dt. 
s -32 
These statements together show that, if N > $, 
03 
s 
f”(t) dt 
sup $- = 1 2’ 
/ES 
s 
f”(i) dt 
-02 
PROOF: (a) For any integer L3 > 0, let us consider 
(3.1) 
if Z,” a,2 is fixed. By the method of Lagrange multipliers, the optimum CZ, 
satisfy 
B m 
la,= za, 
i 
sin2 nt dt 
m = 0 (t + m) (t + n) ’ 
314 
where 3L is the maximum eigenvalue. As we saw before, a, >, 0 for a 
maximum; in fact a,, > 0, for if some u, = 0, then setting a,, = 6 would 
change 221,~ b y O(d2) while changing (3.1) by O(6), which contradicts 
the assumption of a maximum. 
Since a, > 0 for all pz, it makes sense to assume that a,]ln + 3 is 
maximized at PZ = ,u. Then 
fhlt l/((S +x) vx -t $1 is a con\‘es function of s for any 2 > 0, and 
consequentI!-, for f > 3, 
-x2 . 
I 
dx 
< ,; (t - + + x) ‘lix 
Therefore, 
But 
sin2 n(z4 + 2) = * - 3 cos (2m + $7~) 
so that 
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Since [I/(u + ,u + +) Vzil is monotone decreasing, 
al 
J 
sin 2~24 
o (Uf/lf #idU’Ot 
while a. 
Hence 
Thus, for any B 
B 
ir 
sin2 zEt 
dt < f 2 aa2, 
m=O n=O 
atn atz (t + m) (t + fz) 
so that, letting B - + 00 and remembering 2e and 2f, we obtain 
m . . 
i s 
f”(t) dt G 3 f”(t) dt. 
314 
(b) We first need to give an estzate for 
co 
from below. We have 
00 co S+k fl 
. 
J 
sin” 7rt sin2 nt dt 
N v + 4 (t + 4 
dt = 2 J 
k=O Ni-h 
(t + 4 (t + 4 
-rJ sin” nt dt = 
= $j’; i” 
sin2 d dt 
k=O N 
(t + k + m) (t + k + n) 
N+1/2 
310 I’C)LLAK 
since sin” nt + sin2 ~(f + $) = I. Thus 
-1 
- J 
dt 
2 
(t + f4 (t + 4 
Iv+ I/!? 
Let M be the smallest integer > N + Q. Then 
Now let a, _ M = m- (I +e)/2. Then 
00 m & -C J x-l-& dx < 2aLf < & + slce = &(1 + &U(l)). 
M M 
m 
lz 
. . dwhf = & (1 +&o(I)), 
M 
and 
40 
5 f’(t) dt=ge (1 + EO(I)). - 93 
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On the other hand, 
by monotonicity in x of x-(~+‘)‘~ (t + x) for every t. Thus 
.m 7Y ;(r 
i 
f2(r) dt > 4 
!I 
h-l r/x x- (1+‘4/+2 ),-(I++ y--x dy ds. 
.\- M .v 
If y = ud, we have 
Now 
On the other hand, for any CI > 0, 
Then 
Thus, for this choice of the a,, 
I f”(t) & 
-02 
= 4 - o(l). 
If we pick E sufficientIy small, this can be made larger than 6 - 6 for 
any given S. 
We now know that, if N > 2, 
m 
I 
f2@) dt 
. 
sup J!;---- = 3. 
fES 
j 
f”(l) dt 
--I, 
In pursuing information for other values of N, we should first like to 
know whether for N sufficiently negative, this supremum can ever be 1, 
or whether it is bounded away from 1 for any finite N. The answer is 
contained in : 
THEOREM 2: For any N whatever, 
m 
f2(0 dt 
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Furthermore, if l(N) > $, it cafe be attailzed by a function isa S. 
PROOF: The proof is accomplished through the theory of linear 
transformations in Hilbert Space. I!‘e summarize the relevant facts 
(the page references are to Riesz-Nagy [2]). 
Our Hilbert Space is the space of square-integrable functions on 
(- CQ, co). The inner product is 
so that 
is just the total energy. Let A be a linear transformation of L2 (-- co, CM) 
into itself. U7e make the following definitions: 
A is symmetric if (Af, g) = (i, Ag) for any fg E L2 (- 05, OL)), (p. 228). 
A is comfiletely continuous if for every (j,,} such that II/,$ j < C, {A/,,> 
contains a subsequence converging in norm to an element of L2, (p. 178). 
-4 is bounded if lIAhll < Ml lhll, with III independent of 12, (p. 149). 
To every symmetric linear transformation we can associate a real 
pointset called its sfiectrzcm. %‘e need not go into the general definition; 
suffice it to say that the spectrum contains all eigenvalues of the trans- 
formation (these are often called the point qbectrum), as well as limit 
points of the point spectrum, and another portion called the continuous 
spectrum (together called the limit poilzts of the spectrum). If 
then the spectrum of A lies between m and M. And if A is completel) 
continuous and symmetric, then its spectrum is a pure point spectrum, 
consisting of the eigenvalues of A, plus possibly an accumulation point 
there of at 0. 
We will use, in addition to these elementary remarks about spectra, 
the following Theorem: (p, 367). If a comPEetely continuous symmetric 
transformation B is added to a bounded symmetric transformatiolz ,4, 
the set of limit points of the s+ectrum remains invariant. 
These concepts apply to our problem a~ foIlows: let D be ~inzc-/~netfi~~~:’ 
01 3 function J(f) to (K, I.) : 
Let G be hand-limitzlz,~ of a iunctlon f(r) to (~- .7, 1) : of 
. 
i(t) = F(s) ett”d.v, I 
then 
. 
Gj = I F(x) e’“” dx. . 
JI 
Let CT be the operation of first band-limiting, (i.e., applying 15) and then 
discarding the positive samples. If, in particular, f is already hand- 
limited, so that 
Each of the above transformations has the property that it is bounded 
by 1, for each may discard part of the energy of a function, but none can 
gais any energy. For any j E L2, 
Pll G M/l* 
liGfll < I/fl/l 
ll~~ll G Ilm. 
Furthermore, D, G, and (T are each syvmmefric, since they are flrojecfiou 
operators. 
(Df,h) = Df*hdt= fhdf= 
i ii i 
f.Dhf.a= (f.Dh), 
-m R -‘;c, 
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and the same argument in the Transform plane, together with the 
Parseval theorem, gives that 
(Gf, J.4 = (1, ‘3. 
Now 
(of, h) = (GoGf, h) since aG is already band-limited 
= (UC/, Gh) by the symmetry of G 
= (oGf, aGk) by the orthogonality of ‘F+z 
= (f, oh) by retracing the prelious steps. 
Theorem 1, stated in this new language, says that if k >, $ and L = 00, 
IlWlj2 ,< ~lldl”. 
The projection o is, in turn, bounded by 1, and we have that &a is a 
bounded symmetric transformation for which 
and l/V% ’ IS the best possible constant. 
If, on the other hand, k and L are b&z f&z&, then Da is a completely 
continuous operator. For let (f,} b e a sequence of functions in L* such 
that I[/,lj < Ca and let Iz, = of,,. Then IlIz,Jl < C. But It, are entire 
functions of exponential type, and are given in terms of their Fourier 
transforms, by 
Then 
h, = H,,(x) t+ dx. 
-J-t 
In any compact set in the t-plane, therefore, the h, are a family of 
uniformly bounded analytic functions, and thus form a ~~zovmal f mily. 
31tj I’OLL.II< 
In particular, this is true on the compact 
a subsequence tt, such that the 
lE”l == Uj”, 
are uniformly convergent in (k, L). The>7 therefore also con\-erge in 
L2-norm on (K, L), and thus there exists a function $ in L.? such that 
But this is the same thing as saying that 
so that Lkr is completely continuous if (A, L) is finite. \Z’e require a 
completely continuous synznzefric operator, and so we pick o-Da. 
1l.e now apply the previously quoted theorem on the sum of two 
operators. We have proved that, for any finite R, L, all@, L)o is com- 
pletely continuous, while aD(L, OO)~ is bounded bJv l/VT if L > f. The 
sum of these two operators is oD(k, CG)~; the theorem says that the only 
limit points of the spectrum of oDjk, OO)CJ are limit points of either 
uD(k, L)a or D(L, 63)~. But oD(k, L)o is completely continuous, and the 
only limit point of its spectrum is 0. aD(L, ao)o is bounded between 0 
and l/VF, and so any limit point of its spectrum is also between 0 and 
1/1/F But this means that any points in the spectrum of aD(k, =)a 
which are larger than l/VT are isolated, i.e., are in the poivlt spectrum, 
and there can be no accumulation point of such isolated points beyond 
l/v?. But they must all be < 1, since oD(k, CG)G must lose energy. 
Hence there can be only a finite number of eigenvalues (that is what the 
points in the point spectrum are) beyond l/v% and hence the largest 1s 
bounded away from 1. 
But now suppose that 
for some f such that f = a/. Then, since D is a projection, 
as well, and since o is a projection, 
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Therefore p cannot exceed the Iargest eigenvalue of aDo, which we halve 
just proved to exist and be bounded away from 1. Therefore ,U itself is 
bounded away from 1 by 1/~(k), or 
. 
I f”(t) dt < i(k) #2(i) dt, . I 
k --I) 
which is what we wanted to prove. 
THEOREM 3: If N -c a, there exist f E S such that 
f2(t) dt 
--cc 
PROOF: If N < 0, (sinnt)/t itself furnishes an example, so that we 
need to 
so that 
The 
is 
examine only 0 < N < 4. Consider the function 
.@) = r(1 - 2M : U)F(l - 26) 
= rp - M + (24 - P&(1 - M - (u - M)) ’ 
fW + 1) = f(M - 4. 
Fourier transform of 
1 
&) = q/l + t)F(p - t) 
I 
2p-2 
G(x) = 
if IxI<z 
1 0 if Jxlz=-7r, 
and if ,U = 1 - M, 
0) = g(t - w . 
Thus the Fourier transform F(x) of f(t) is just a phase factor eeMx 
times G(x). 
Now f(t) E L2 if and only if F(x) E L2 if and only if G(x) E L2. But 
cos x/2 vanishes only at * 3, and is positive for 1x1 < z. Thus G(x) E L2 
318 POLL.IK 
if - r’(2p - 2) < 1, i.e., if ,U > $. This means that f(r) EL’ if M < d. 
From the definition of G(x) it is clear that f(t) is band-limited with band- 
width x, and the factor ljr(1 -- U) ensures that /(IL) = 0, 12 = 1, 2, 3,. . . . 
Hence f E 5. Since j 1s symmetric around M, however, it has half rts 
energy to the right of $1; if we pick N < 31 < $, we will have a function 
with more than half its energy to the right of N. This proves Theorem 3. 
For the particular case N = 0, we can use any M, 0 < M < 4. Then, 
if /i = 1 - 111, 
We now wish to estimate 
c 
I 
. 
g2(t) dt + k 
6 
I 
f2(t) dt. 
. --xl 
Now 
and g(t) is concave in (0, 1 - ,u). The latter follows from the Fourier 
transform representation 
.‘I 
2/l - 2 
erxt dx 
--n 
cos xt dx 
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so that 
If t < i, cos xt > 0 in (0, x), so that g”(t) < 0. Since 1 - /l < 4, g(t) 
is concave in (0, 1 - jl). 
Hence g(t) 3 g(O) + t/(1 - !() [g(l - ,u) - g(O)], so that 
The maximum value of this, at ,U = 0.83, is 0.620, so that we have proved 
the first part Theorem 4: 
To prove the second part of Theorem 4, we begin, as in Theorem 1, with 
Lagange multipliers, and we find that the eigenvalues 1 satisfy 
% 
Aa, = i anJ' sin2 ntdtt 
(t + 4 (t + 1%) ' 
m = 0, 1,1,. . . . 
n =o 0 
Because there is no gap between the sample points and the lower limit 
of the integration, the previous method does not work immediately. 
Instead, we solve for a,: 
sin2 nt dt 
q-+--q-+ 
- 
and if u,, VW, ti > 1, is maximized at /t, we have as before, 
3P(? 
Then 
Our previous method works on the second term of the above, (because 
there is now a gap of 1 between samples and integration) and we obtain 
that the second term is bounded by (.7~~/2)n,,. Thus 
But, for all ,u, 
R 2 
= .“+$ 
a - gx2 2 
?Ve are only interested in R > 7c2/2: then 
Since J”?J2 dt = Za,2n2, this proves the upper bound. 
fly. FUNCTIONS UNDER FURTHER RESTRICTIONS 
The remaining effort in this paper concerns attempts to get around 
Theorem 1. That the percentage of energy far away from any nonzero 
sample values should not go to zero defies the intuition, and there are 
various attempts one can make to restrict S further. We shall discuss 
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two classes of such restrictions: Use only finite instead of infinite 
sampling series, and place stronger integrability conditions than L2 
on either the function or its spectrum. 
Let Sn.? be the set of functions f which are members of S and for which, 
in addition, I = 0 if n = - A4 - 1, - 111 - 2,. . . ; i.e., finite sampling 
series of length M + 1, with nonzero samples between 0 and - M. 
We wish to study 
m c f2(4 at 
J 
sup “, 9 
f ES&i 
I 
f2V) la 
--co 
particularly as N gets large, and see how this depends on the limiting 
value of M/N. Our chief tool, a new form of the Hilbert Double Series 
Theorem, is no harder to prove in general than for our particular kernel, 
and we do so. 
THEOREM: Let k(x, y) be a fwtction defined for x > 0, y > 0, and 
having the following properties :
(1) k(x) Y) > 0. 
(2) k(x, Y) = k(y, 4. 
(3) k is homogeneous of degree - 1, i.e., k(x, y) = ak(crx, ay) for 
any a > 0. 
(4) k(x, l)/VX is convex, and integrable on (0, CQ). 
(5) VCk(x, 1) is nonincreasing for x > 1. 
The%, if A >, 1, 
B B 1/WW)Ib4 - W 
2 2 am an k(m, fi) < 2 
1 
k(y, 1) dy - i an2. 
n-A m=A 1 V y A 
PROOF: As in the proof of Theorem l(a), we use Lagrange multipliers, 
and we find that 
B 
k, = 2 am k(m, n), n=A,A fl)..., B. 
The optimum n, are all > 0. Let j( be a [value of II which masimizes 
v 
- 
a, n. Then 
LI 
so that 
by the convexity assumption (4). This, in turn, implies 
by the homogeneity assumption (3). M’e shall see in a moment that the 
right-hand side of (4.1) is maximized if/l is the geometric mean of A - 8 
and B + 3. If we temporarily assume this to have been already proved, 
then 
I’(.4 - l/i)j(BS l/2) 
~‘(B+l/Z)/(A - 1F) 
=A 
c 
k(x, 1) e 8 
v x i 
since 
It remains to prove that if A < ,U < B, the maximum of (B i-1/2)/P H(p) = 5 a(& 1)czx Vx (A -W/,~ 
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occurs at ,U = V(A - 8) (B + $1. But 
Thus H’(U) = 0 if ,G = V(A - &) (B + 4); assumption (5), that Vxk(x, I) 
is nonincreasing for x > 1, together with v(I/x)k(I/x, 1) = lxk(x, l), 
gives that H’(U) < 0 if ,U > V(A - Q) (B + 8) and H’(p) > 0 if 
P -=c VP - $1 (B + 3. Thus ,LC = )(A - 4) (B + 8) gives a true 
maximum. [Note: (5) does not follow from (l)-(4), so that it does 
require a separate assumption. 
1 ~- 
x(1 - E) + EY 
if X<Y 
4% Y) = , 
I 
Y(l - 4 + &x 
if X>Y 
provides a counterexample if 0 < E < &.I 
In order to apply this result to our case, we first observe that 
This is true since 
co 
I sin2 nt sin2 nt dt N P + 4 v + 4 (t + f4 (t + fi) 
sin2 nt dt 
(t + h + 4 (t + R + uti 
m N+1/2 N 
sin2 nt = 
tt + h + m) (t + k + n) 
324 POLL.ZK 
since sin2 at $ sin2 rr(f + 4) = 1 
XJ . 
- I -1 
02 2 
Y -‘l/e 
v + m) (f + 12) 
by retracing our early steps. 
If we let L = [N - 41, we have 
.\I + L M + L 
But 
satisfies the hypotheses of the preceding version of the Hilbert Double 
Series Theorem. We can therefore proceed directly, and obtain 
1”(M $ [iv - l/2] +1/2)/([N - l/21 - l/2) In ydy j(&fi+&it< +: J --. 
.v 1 (.v - 1) VY’ 
or we can first use the inequality 
which is given in Hardy et al, [ 11, p. 354. The latter yields less sharp, 
but simpler formulas. We obtain, since l/(x + y) also satisfies the hypoth- 
eses of our theorem, that 
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v(M + [PJ - l/2] +1/2)/([N - l/2] - l/Z) 
Now (4.2) yields the upper bound, for any f E S,, 
m 
. 
J 
f2(4 dt 
N 1 M+1 
co <g2 N-1’ (Q.5) 
f W dt 
which is good if M/N is going to 0. On the other hand, (4.4) yields the 
upper bound, for f E Shi, 
(4.6) 
which is good if M/N is becoming large. 
To complete our knowledge we still need lower bounds to go with 
(4.2) and (4.6). We begin similarly to Theorem l(b), by guessing 
a, = ~/VL. + n where L is the next integer > N + #; since we are 
dealing with filtite sampling series this time, there is no problem of square- 
integrability, but our bounds will be more difficult to derive. 
First of all, 
M M+L IM+L 
7 
z an2 = 2 + < 
0 L 1 
dx ,++log~++. 
L 
326 POLLXK 
On the other hand, 
N +L. bLl-L m . 
>J-2 1: an-Lam-L &nij 
n=L m=L J 0 
where L is the next integer 3 N + &. In our specific case, the latter equals 
M-FL &iMsL 
1 In y/x 
-~ ___ dy dx (4.7) 
- 
n=L m=L v 
xy y - ,z’ 
0 L L 
M-bL (Jf + Q/x 
if 24 = y/x. 
We can give a simple lower bound right away. For as x varies between L 
and M + L, the minimum of 
CM + L)/x 
H(x) = 
lnudu 
(u - 1) j/G 
LlX 
comes at the end points. We saw, in fact, in the proof of our version of 
the Hilbert Double Series Theorem, that H(x) has a maximum at 
x = VL(M + L) an no other stationary points in the interval. Hence d 
we have a lower bound of 
(4.8) 
Thus, for this choice of a,, 
P’(t) dt 
N 
> 
CM 
1 
233 
+LP 1 
J 
lnudu --___. - 
vc uu-1) 
1 
In (M + L)/L __- 
In (M + L)/L + l/L 
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where L is the next integer after N + 4. This bound is fine if M/N - 0, 
or remains bounded ; as M/N -+ m, however, it approaches Izalf the 
upper bound (4.6), which does not tell us if + is the correct limiting value. 
\l’e thus have to handle (4.7) much more carefully if M/N - 00. We 
begin by writing 
so that this contributes 
to (4.7). 
therefore, 
M+L L/x 31 +L. 
We have naturally saved 
m 
the hardest until last. 
m . 
lnudu ____~ 
(u - 1)3/Z (3) 
m 
In W + W 
= 2 [{M + L/x) - ljW + 2 
du 
u(u - 1p 
(M t 4/x 
by partial integration. The latter equals 
In (M + L)/x 
v 
--_ 
2 C(M +q/x - q1,2+ 4arctan x MfL--x 
Therefore 
L (AI + L)jr 
= 2n In 2 + 7-c - 2 arc sin 
: L 
li 
M+L 
<k,-2 1 
/L 
h-q’ 
since arc sin x: > x. Combining our results, we have 
M+L (M -kL)/r 
M+L >, ; log eLp - k,, 
so that, for ~E.S~~ 
5 P(t) df N ~- co 
< 5272 log (M + L)/L - k, 
I- log (M + -q/L + I/L 
(4.9) 
\ f 2(4 dt 
J 
--m 
73 k, + 3r2/2L =-- -- 
2 log (M + L)/L + 1/L 
k since 
If M/N + 00, this last expression approaches, once again, x2/2. 
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Relations (4.2), (4.6), (4.8), and (4.9) combine to yield Theorems 5 
and 6 as quoted in the summary. 
We come now to considering further integrability restrictions on f(t). 
The basic theorem is the following. 
where C(k) depends only on k. 
PROOF: 
m m 
I 
f2(t) dt < i 2~ an 1 
sin2 nt 
(t i- m) (t + 4 dt 
it a, = $I/(- ~t)l 
N-t112 m=Om=O NS-l/2 
a, 
<biia,a, J m=O n=O (t + m;;t + ?ij - L-W 
For convenience, let us call [IV] = L. Then 
n 
2‘ 
‘r 1 
<2 /, am--L&-L- 
m=Ln=L 
m + fl 
by Hardy et al. [I], p. 354. But then 
j 2 .~~ am-L&-L 
L L m+n 
where 
330 I’OI,L.\Ii 
If we apply the Holder inequality, \vc ohtam 
-/ m + Ii 
I. L 
since l/(wt + u)“---, l/(1 f m)P. Then 
so that 
Since 1 - l/p = (2 - K)/2k, the theorem is prol~d, with 
(see Boas /3], Theorem 67.15). The previous theorem also holds with 
integrals instead of sums. We have the following Covollar~~. 
Finally, let us seek a simple condition on the spectrum F(x) which 
is sufficient to insure that the energy to the right of N go to 0. A uniform 
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Lipschitz condition on the spectrum could suffice, but is not very graphic. 
Boundedness of the spectrum does not seem to be enough; we shall 
assume that F(x) is of bouded vnrinfion, i.e., 
Then 
!a,[ = 
Hence, if 
i 1 
\ ,- w # 0. , LX 
--n -7 
we let E = j’?‘&t) dt, 
co %I 
Then, b) Theorem 7, 
We are free to pick k anywhere between 1 and 2. We pick 
k 1% PI - ___~ . 
log [Iv] - 1 
If, for the sake of a definite constant, we assume log [IV] >, 4, we get 
- 
where C may be taken as (3E@) ~[l + (V/)‘EJ’,“]. We have proved 
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